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• Global NWP is the main engine 
underpinning all weather and climate 
services for all WMO Members; 
without it, meteorology (including 
climate monitoring) as we know it 
today would not exist; 

• Reliable prediction beyond 3-4 days 
for any location on the globe requires 
observations from the whole world.

Why do we need global observations?
Role of observations in NWP
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Example: Lack of observations in 
red area limits 7-10 day forecast 
skill in green area

1 day

2-4 days
5-7 days

Required coverage of observation for weather 
prediction over the United States.



The “global” in global NWP has profound 
implications

• Observations are valuable, BUT
– Single, isolated observations are not a useful 
basis for prediction;
– Jigsaw puzzle analogy: Individual pieces are 
useless;  many pieces together can form a picture;
– For weather and climate the picture is 
inherently global, requiring international data 
exchange; 

• Some of the most important 
observations are made not primarily for 
local benefits, but for the benefit of 
fellow WMO Members;
– At odds with views of many funders and decision 
makers: “I want my money to pay for 
observations made in my country to benefit my
constituency”; 
– Meteorology (and Earth system modeling in 
general) does not work that way!

Observational data coverage 
must be measured by number 
of observations delivered to the 
user,  not solely by the number 
of observing stations.

Stations in the GOS (weather) 
component of WIGOS

WDQMS snapshot of data delivery 



Surface pressure observations received by global NWP Centers on Oct 13 2020, 18Z)
(source: WIGOS Data Quality Monitoring System) 

How do we know if there is a gap to fill?
(Example: surface pressure observations exchanged for global NWP)

• In many parts of the world the exchange of surface-based observations has 
been stagnant or declining since 1995 (Res. 40); red/black areas are gaps

• Meanwhile model resolutions have increased by factors of 1,000-10,000!

https://wdqms.wmo.int/


WMO’s Response to persisting data coverage gap:
Global Basic Observing Network (GBON)
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WMO policy initiative to turn coverage map green;
• Regulatory material to clarify obligations of 

WMO Members to exchange observations at 
set horizontal resolution and set frequency;

• Developing Members will need help; GBON 
provides benchmarks for investments in 
meteorological infrastructure



What does it take to fill the gap in observations?
(GBON as an example)

I. Outreach and advocacy – explaining the benefits of 
observations and data exchange;
• Previous three slides;

II. Data policy – affirmation of commitment to exchange data, 
built on existing frameworks e.g. the WMO Convention, Paris 
Agreement, …
• WMO Res. 40 (and new draft Res. 42);

III. Regulatory material – clarifying to national governments
what, exactly, is required to be exchanged;
• GBON regulatory material;

IV. Financial and technical support;
• SOFF (next presentation),



New WMO Data Policy Resolution
(“Resolution 42”)

• Single overarching WMO data policy statement, integrating and updating 
material from existing Resolutions 40 (1995; Weather), 25 (1999; 
Hydrology) and 60 (2015; Climate), and broadening the scope to full earth 
system monitoring and prediction;
– Modernizing language and context; additional application areas, 

growing societal demands for information and services in WMO’s 
activity areas; increasing diversity of data providers and other 
stakeholders, ….

– Call for subsequent implementation steps;
– Built-in update/review process;
– Compliance monitoring to be developed and implemented;

• Res. 42 is currently in drafting, with the aim of submission to Extraordinary 
Meteororological Congress in 2021;

• WMO Data Conference in November is part of the development work;



Example of subsequent implementation step:
Draft regulatory text for GBON

• Detailed specification of GBON prepared 
for inclusion  in revised version of the 
Manual on WIGOS (WMO 1160);

• Draft text to be discussed by WMO 
Infrastructure Commission in Nov 2020;

• Draft Manual on WIGOS to be submitted 
to Congress for its approval



Why do we need the Systematic Observations Finance Facility?
- a look at national observing remits compared to national resources

GDP (World Bank numbers) per surface area (land surface + EEZ)

The difference 
between the richest 
and the poorest 
nations, measured by 
GDP per surface area
(including EEZ) 
exceeds a factor of 
100,000; this is one 
measure of 
observational 
responsibility.

In some parts of the world it is extremely unlikely that sustained observation can 
ever be achieved via short-term project funding; no path to national sustainability



Beyond global NWP, what might be next for 
GBON?

• Marine observations; strongly supported by Congress-18; 
raises additional policy issues, e.g. who is responsible for 
providing data coverage over the high seas?

• Trace gases, e.g. CO2 – understanding and monitoring 
sources and sinks of carbon; this would be strongly
supported by the Paris Agreement;

• Radar observations; the case is now being made for 
positive impact on global NWP; important technical, 
economic and policy-related issues still to be resolved;

• Hydrological observations; essential both for services and 
as part of the Earth system approach to monitoring and 
prediction; important (and often difficult) policy issues to 
resolve:
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